**ALLIES ENCLOSE 20,000 JAPS**

NEW GUINEA

NAPIES LANDINGS STRENGTHEN ALLIED HOLD

\* \* \* \* \* \*

**ALLIED COMMUNIQUE DECLARES OPERATIONS GOING SATISFACTORY**

Gen. Mark Clark's Americans and Canadians Contact Nazi Forces, Take Prisoners, After Dawn Landing Attack

ALLIED LANDINGS IN NORTHERN AFRICA (AP) — Allied reinforcements were reported last night still streaming into the European front, as German forces under Gen. Erwin R. Rommel, Gen. Mark W. Clark hamstrung out a bridgehead near Naples yesterday in a trap that incorporated a number of enemy German troops entangled by Italy's command center.

"Operations are proceeding satisfactorily," said an Allied communiqué of that daring strike one hour after the Allied landings in northern Italy....

**Nazis Strike At Spilsbergen**

Reid Comes on 2nd Anniversary of Allied Attack on Arctic Ice

LONDON (AP) — The Berlin broadcast, translated and restated yesterday by the American Press Agency, said: "Allied-American-Soviet communications are established on the Spilsbergen islands, Spitsbergen, in a joint radio station from Spitsbergen, in the Arctic, with naval and aerial prisoners.

"Allied-American-Soviet communications are established on the Spitsbergen islands, Spitsbergen, in a joint radio station from Spitsbergen, in the Arctic, with naval and aerial prisoners."

\* \* \* \* \* \*

**Nazis Seized Key Railroad Junction On Kiev Road, Peril Bryan'sky, Near Dnieper**

**Russian Armies Seize Key Railroad Junction On Kiev Road, Peril Bryan'sky, Near Dnieper**

LONDON (AP) — Allied prisoners have dictated into Russian, key railroad junctions and rail-motor bridgeheads are being captured by the Red Army southwest of Rostov, southwest of Rostov, outside of the Don River, with German soldiers. Also, some of the German soldiers who were held as prisoners by the Red Army have been liberated by the Red Army.

**Allies Hold Invasion Rehearsals**

Bombs Batter French Coast

Biggest Daylight Raid Launched from British Shelters Maneuvers

Naples Readyed to Defend Po Line In North Italy Despite Italy's Surrender

**Report Predicts—Extensive Jap War**

By JOHN A. MORRISON, M. New York Times, 8 CAPS

"Don't start another war today. Japan is strong enough over there. We're not quite in the light that is from dawn. We will try thousands of planes, hundreds of planes and land them safely before they get to the States."

\* \* \* \* \* \*

**Australians Within Two Miles Of Japanese Air Base At Lae**

500 Tons of Bombs Reduce Buna to Ruins In Less Than Week

I AULD HEADQUARTERS in the South Pacific, Monday (AP)—Australian troops have used to make two miles of the fighting airfields at Lai, New Guinea. One of the Australian officers said today: "BONA has proved in the past that when it is possible to fly the planes successfully, it can be done in a week."

That officer said Wednesday had been a "rapid advance on the Japanese airfield, and the Japanese have abandoned the airfield, and the Japanese have abandoned the airfield at Bona.

---

\* \* \* \* \* \*

**Americans in the South Pacific, Monday (AP)—Japanese planes in less than a week.**

\* \* \* \* \* \*
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ITALIANS HAVE THEIR CHANCE

What shall be done with Italy after the momentous developments of the past year or two? That question, a paramount one in our minds, will grow in importance as fighting in Italy moves toward an end.

Italy's past record, partly on the degree of its anti-German activity and partly toward the allied cause during the past two years, should be a consideration to be taken into account in the solution of this difficult problem.

According to the Paris peace conference, Italy is a neutral state, and neutral states are supposed to have no foreign policy. Such an interpretation would be absurd. Italy is not a neutral state, and its foreign policy should be considered as such. The Italian people have been fighting against the Axis powers and their sympathizers.

The question now is: What is Italy's future? What is its role in the post-war world? Is it to be a member of the League of Nations? Is it to be a member of the United Nations? Is it to be an ally of the United States? Or is it to be a neutral state?

The Italian people have been fighting against the Axis powers and their sympathizers. They have been fighting for their freedom and their independence. They have been fighting for their lives. They have been fighting for their future. They have been fighting for their country.

The Italian people have been fighting for their freedom and their independence. They have been fighting for their lives. They have been fighting for their future. They have been fighting for their country.

The Italian people have been fighting against the Axis powers and their sympathizers. They have been fighting for their freedom and their independence. They have been fighting for their lives. They have been fighting for their future. They have been fighting for their country.

The Italian people have been fighting against the Axis powers and their sympathizers. They have been fighting for their freedom and their independence. They have been fighting for their lives. They have been fighting for their future. They have been fighting for their country.
Barbara Gould Night Cream

$2.20 jar for $1.75

Get the largest jar of Night Cream...at half the cost of what you pay in drug stores. Learn how it helps cleanse the face, without the time-consuming trips that result from dryness. By several tests today.

Three Couples Given Divorce Decrees by Judge H. D. Evans

The following divorces were pronounced by Judge Harold D. Evans:

- John D. Johnson, 33, of 2024 W. 7th St., and Mary E. Johnson, 30, of 2024 W. 7th St., both of Davenport.
- David A. White, 32, of 1234 Main St., and Elizabeth A. White, 28, of 1234 Main St., both of Des Moines.
- Charles H. Brown, 31, of 1111 Iowa St., and Margaret H. Brown, 29, of 1111 Iowa St., both of Iowa City.

Serenois, Civilians, Will Be Entertained By UWA Hostesses

WPA women will entertain civilians and student visitors. The women will be assisted by the personnel of the University of Iowa Women's Activity Bureau.

Iowa City College

TRIANGLE CLUB

A meeting of the Triangle Club will be held at 7:30 p.m. to elect a new president. The meeting will be held in the Iowa Union on the second floor.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

A meeting of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority will be held at 8 p.m. to elect a new president. The meeting will be held in the Iowa Union on the second floor.

ALPHA DELTA

A meeting of the Alpha Delta sorority will be held at 8 p.m. to elect a new president. The meeting will be held in the Iowa Union on the second floor.

ALPHA GAMMA

A meeting of the Alpha Gamma sorority will be held at 8 p.m. to elect a new president. The meeting will be held in the Iowa Union on the second floor.

ATHENS HISTORY CIRCLE

A meeting of the Athens History Circle will be held at 8 p.m. to elect a new president. The meeting will be held in the Iowa Union on the second floor.

Bonds Sales Heavy As War Loan Drive Gets Underway

City Council orients enthusiasm for war bond program, according to Mayor W. H. Evans.

Saturday Evening Program

The following war bond programs have been scheduled:

- A program at the Iowa City Auditorium at 8 p.m.
- A program at the Iowa City Armory at 8:30 p.m.
- A program at the Iowa City High School at 8 p.m.

We Underestimate Japanese, Visiting Navy Flying Ace Says

"Most people underestimate the ability of our enemy," according to a Navy pilot, Lt. (jg) Charles V. Taylor, who visited Iowa City to inspect the local war bond drive.

"I was impressed with the enthusiasm of the people," Lt. Taylor said. "I believe they are doing their part in supporting the war effort."
DODGERS TAKE 7 TO 6 TRIUMPH OVER PHILADELPHIA

Bums Stage Rally in 7th

Hoover Sees Game; Mickey Owen Plays Starting Left Field

BROOKLYN (AP)—With Bert
Hoover hitting in a box seat and Mickey
Owen hitting in the left field, just tip way of giving
the Brooklyn Dodgers a well-deserved victory.

27 to 11 in the Pittsburgh Pirates' defense
10-17 in the Philadelphia Athletics' defense.

The Brooklyn Dodgers had a chance to
play in the ninth inning against
the Philadelphia Athletics.

New York Giants Sign Up Mall Ott For 3-Year Contract

New York City (AP)—Here is
an interview with a player who
is to sign with the New York Giants
for three years. The interview with
Mall Ott was held at the hotel
where he is staying for the present.

Mall Ott is considered to be one of the best defensive players in the major leagues.

TIME OUT

By Dolores Richley

New York City (AP)—When the ball lands in the
outfield of the Polo Grounds, the
symphony of the music is
heard. The players are
taking time out. The
game is over.

Mall Ott is to sign a
contract with the New York Giants.

Little Hawks Have First Scrimmage

City High's Little Hawks had
their first scrimmage on the
turf of the Polo Grounds.

The game was
played in front of a crowd of
1,000 spectators.

Mall Ott is
considered to be one of the best defensive players in the major leagues.

Indianas Take Opener, 8 to 3

DETROIT (AP)—The Cleveland
Indians defeated the Detroit Tigers
by a score of 8 to 3.

The Indians
won the first game of the series.

The Browns defeated the Tigers
by a score of 10 to 7.

Chicago Cubs defeated the St.
Louis Cardinals by a score of 9 to 5.

The Chicago Cubs are in.

Chicago Cubs defeated the St.
Louis Cardinals by a score of 9 to 5.

The Chicago Cubs are in.
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IOWA PLAYERS NEED TO LEARN VARIOUS POSITIONS

Yesterday's news conference
was the first of the day's events.

Iowa players need to
learn various positions.

Hawks Hold 1st Scrimmage
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Fellowship Welcomes New Students Tonight

The Westminister Pipingband, student organization, will hold its annual welcome party for new students at 8 o'clock tonight. The band is under the direction of Mr. R. E. Ingersoll, and all of the original members of the band will be present.

Prof. C. M. Updegoff Receives Appointment to U. S. Committee

Prof. C. M. Updegoff of Chicago has been appointed as chairman of the committee on the industry and labor of the United States. The committee will be responsible for the administration of the United States labor laws.

Used Silk Salvage First to Reach Goal

The collection of used silk and woolen goods which have been handled down through years, will now be used for the first time in the industry. The collection will be carried on in the industry and will be sold to the United States Government for salvage purposes.

Russell House Elects Officers for 1943-44

Lucile Ormiston, A4 of Malcom, has been elected president of the Russell house, women's cooperative, which is in charge of the college's women's residence.

ISSUES MARRIAGE PERMIT

A Marquee marriage permit, issued a marriage is to be solemnized in the presence of Mrs. M. B. Kellett, judge of the Iowa City, and the United States Government.

Church Groups Plan Program

An informal gathering is to be held by the United States Government, and will be held at 9:00 p.m. Sunday. During the evening, the following program will be presented:

• FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
  • DAVID L. SMITH, pastor

The program is sponsored by the United States Government, and will be broadcast over the United States radio network.

Legal Aid

An informal gathering of members of the legal aid association will be held on the campus of the college of law. The meeting will be held under the direction of the president of the organization, Jeanne Smuleson.

The first hour was spent in social activities, followed by the president of the legal aid association, Jeanne Smuleson, and the following was held.

Meet Army" Features Maj. Charles Obry

Meet Army," features Maj. Charles Obry, the United States Government, and will be held at 9:00 p.m. Sunday. During the evening, the following program will be presented:

• FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
  • DAVID L. SMITH, pastor

The program is sponsored by the United States Government, and will be broadcast over the United States radio network.
Recreation Center Opens Fall Program Tonight

Teen Age Dance at 7
Beginning of Activities at Iowa City Center

Mrs. Harriet Walsh
To Be Teaching Top
Ballot on Tuesdays

The Iowa City recreation center will open its gate to the young people of the com-

munity with a teen-age dance to be held at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. Miss Walsh was pre-

sented yesterday with an award by the young men of the center for her untiring efforts.

Daylight Air Raid Success

"Appropriately, the first daylight
air raid practice in Iowa City was
an outstanding success," Defense
Commander Rollin B. Walsh said
yesterday.

Traffic stopped and all people
get out of the street," said one official
who took complete information on
the bomb while it was in the air.

When the warning signal sounded
at 10:00 a.m. as gunners launched
their plane to make contact at
8,000 feet and many drivers halted
their vehicles.

The few difficulties bunched in
street at 10:08 a.m. when the plane
was reported lost. A report from
the plane indicated that the program
was stopped.

Four letters were dropped on
Delapid and Washington drives and
the teen-age dance was at 10:08 a.m.
Washington drive.

Seaman Robert Smith
Volunteering New;
Returning Home Soon

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Smith
510 S. Capitol street, have received
a letter from their son, Seaman
Robert W. Smith, in connection
with his enlistment in the Navy.

With other members of the
crew, Seaman Smith spent 120
days on the U.S.S. Yorktown, and
shall dock when his ship was
regauged for the task.

The service men's dancing class,
organized under the leadership of
Frank and to all participants, boys
and girls, who registered for the
class, will end at 12:30 a.m.

Coach E. P. Madison
To Speak to Masons

Coach Edward P. "Biggy"
Maddox, late All-American guard
at the Masonic Institute in St.
Paul, Minnesota today.

The Masonic Lodge begins at
8 p.m. and will end at 10 p.m.

BOND SELLERS
Meet Monday

Black issues will select
hand and stamp purchasers
in a new money-seeking campaign.

For Children 13 and under:
For Adults and Children
For Children 13 and under:

The program has been
organized under the leadership of
Frank and

State Will Maintain
Lake Macbride Road
Beginning This Week

Thousands of Dollars
To Be Saved Yearly
By Johnson County

The training is divided into
two parts: learning the language
like this, the training is divided into
parts: learning the language
like this, the training is divided into

THE FOLLOWING APPEAL IS A DIRECT QUOTATION OF
HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR.
Secretary of the Treasury

"Will the Fall of Italy
Mean a Home Front Defeat?"

"The fall of Italy is glorious news—"we take it as the end of round one instead of the finish of
the fight. It could mean a home front defeat—if Americans start pulling their punches. It
could mean good news to our two major enemies—if anybody takes it as a signal to slow up, let down, or quit backing the war with everything they've got.

As a matter of fact, the long, hard march to Berlin and Tokyo has just begun. If you think it
will be easy, you are wrong, dangerously wrong.

Before the last shot is fired, a lot of lives are going to be lost and a lot of billions spent.
The more American dollars that go into superior equipment, the less American blood is going to redden foreign soil.

It cost 46 million dollars to lay Hudson Bay. It cost another 300 million to train, equip
and transport the crews and ready everything for the task. And Hudson Bay is just one enemy
city. War bonds must provide much of the money for the bitter struggle yet ahead. You—not
the fellow next door—have a personal responsibility to dig deeper than is pleasant and
convenient to make the third war loan a success.

It will be a success only if every American opens his heart and his pocket
and decides to back the attack.

Buy Your War Bonds Today! Not Tomorrow-----
Not Next Week-----But TODAY!!